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Abstract: The article provides a comparative analysis of approaches to determine the market position of the
companyand briefly discusses trends in the food industry in Russia and associated features of market
positioning.Substantiates the evolution of paradigms positioning companies in the food industry. The article
is dominated three levels of the market position of the company in accordance with an integrated paradigm.
Authors provide a methodology to assess the market position of the index, including the selection of the market
position of the company gauges the food industry, the definition of the benchmark index on Economic
Indicators and estimating the average index of the market position of the manufacturer.It is suggested to analyze
the optimality of market behavior on a scheme based on the choice the key factors of positioning of production,
which is based on the hierarchy of additional motives characteristic of the food market consumers. The
provisions of this study were tested at meat industry, which has allowed to develop recommendations for
strategic changes of companies positions.
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INTRODUCTION with their point of view comes to managing the

Currently, an increasing interest on the analysis and authors [1] are related mainly to the positioning of
evaluation of the market position of the enterprise is products, we believe that the findings made by them can
connected with the intensification of integration be transferred to larger objects, for example, on the
processes, the globalization of business, with the growing enterprise. According Kotler, positioning - this is the way
instability of the environment, the emergence of new in which users are identified according to its most
segments of consumers, changing the strength of the important characteristics [2]. Competitive positioning can
competitive advantages of firms. Current trends are not be considered one position in the market, based on an
yet fully reflected in the scientific and methodological assessment of the competitive environment, their own and
level, resulting in the need for new tools for assessing and others' strengths and weaknesses and its correction,
shaping the food industry products on the market. It depending on the influence of environmental factors.
should be noted that the problems of formation are not Analysis of a variety of approaches gives reason to join
well developed market positions in terms of current trends those who believe the positioning tool of artificial transfer
towards  integration. In addition, the existing design often of entrepreneurial ideas, the competitive advantages of
do not account for industry-specific. the company in clear manner to the buyer. Today, there

The concept of "positioning" appeared in 1972, are as many definitions associated with the position of the
thanks  to the work of American researchers E. Rice and enterprise market. Our analysis shows that between
J. Trout, who defined the second half of the XX century “competitive position”,”market position” and ”position of
as the "era of positioning." From their point of view, the enterprise market”, there is no significant difference.
positioning reflects several key words that express the It can be explained that, firstly, a modern market is a set of
difference between one object from any other. Positioning relations that arise not only for the sale and purchase of

consciousness of consumers.Although the work of these
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products, but also for competition. Secondly, the loss-making enterprises are redeemed by better
company's market position is relative, since its competitors. Consequently, the competitive advantages
assessment is associated with comparing the performance of the company, the remaining operating in a market
of some integral number of competing firms. Competitive becoming more serious fight, so work on the formation of
position is determined by the G.L. Azoev and A.P. MPCrequires new approaches, taking into account the
Cheklenkov as the degree of market dominance of the main factors of positioning. Specifity of the food industry
enterprise [3, p. 177]. In the writings of Michael Porter the development is relatively greater inclusion of small
enterprise position is defined as a set of distinctive businesses in this area. The composition of the food
characteristics of its competitors. [4] I. Ansoff believes industry includes about 15% of small manufacturing
that the market position is the position of the firm in businesses that generate about 20% of its turnover, from
various  markets  due to price and non-price competition which it can be concluded that small food business is
[5]. On the other hand market position reflects the level of most profitable from an economic point of view.
competitiveness of the company. The market position of Particular assessment of the market position of the
the subject of business is a place that theimmediate rivals food industry derives from the characteristics of the
occupy among its process of evaluation of environment. operation of enterprises, their competitive environment, as
In our opinion, the market position has comparative well as the specific needs and the development of the
position that the company has in the industry as a result retail food market. Major trends most clearly manifested in
of their activities, taking into account the existing the markets of food, can be combined into several groups:
strengths and weaknesses.

It should be noted that a combination of all the above Trends in the development of retail chains, which are
definitions, a market position is a relative value, a powerful force in the market of fast moving
determined on the background of the achievements of the consumer goods (FDMG). One of the most important
competitors. Summarizing our findings, we can give the trends in the food market is changing retail formats,
following definition: the market position of the company such as: increasing the share of retail chains. At the
(MPC) - is its position relative to its competitors in the same time, a sharp decrease in the number of retail
market, which is estimated by market participants for their markets. There is a trend towards consolidation of
significant characteristics. Thus, one of the problems of markets [7]. Despite the development of retail chains,
positioning is the definition of the global characteristics the organizations that do not relate to the supply
which allow to compare companies and their products. chain are dominated. The largest network of sales in
Another problem is to identify those market participants Russia are: X5 Retail Group, which includes three
who evaluate the entity's position and make adjustments networks "Perecrestok", "Carousel", METRO Cash
in their activities on the basis of this assessment. AND Carry, "Magnet ", "Auchan". By the number of

MATERIIALS AND METHODS which includes 1,893 stores is the leader. The fastest

Before describing the methodical aspects of the "MosMart ", “Kopeechka”, "Magnet".At the same
assessment and the formation of the market position of time, the number of outlets per million inhabitants in
the food industry, we consider it necessary to identify the Russia is much lower than in other parts of the world:
major trends of the branch. Leaders in the total turnover the number of hypermarkets is 4.5 units per million
of the manufacturing industry in Russia are the metallurgy people and the number of supermarket is 41 units per
and production of finished metal products (21%), food million people. Whereas, for example, in the Czech
industry (15%), coke and petroleum products (15%), Republic there are 19 hypermarkets and 110
manufacture of transport equipment (11%). The highest supermarkets per 1 million residents. At present, the
growth rates are observed in the sectors of the Russian companies are transformed from local retailers into
economy that are focused on the end-consumer demand. federal, national brands and in many ways defining
[6] The number of enterprises engaged in food the development of the food industry.
production, reduced, despite the fact that the
manufacturing industry in general had an increase in this It follows that the success of positioning food
indicator. This is evidenced by the enlargement of producers determined by a broad representation of the
business, which is the merger of food production, when product  on  the  supermarket  shelves  (in   the   final  B2C

stores in the network and retail space "Magnet",

growing companies in the Russian market are
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market), reasonable prices (which also depends on the pragmatic incentivesare more important, but about
policy of the retail chain), standards of accommodation positioning in the market of end-users, where
and display of goods in retail outlets. These factors irrational motivesare more significant.
become important in view of the fact that the Trends associated with the growth of competition in
consumerchoice  is  done,  as a rule, "at the last minute." the advertising space. Competition mainly comes
In addition, the development of private brands (private from indirect competition. Food products occupy a
label) of trade chains lead to a limitation in the ability of leading position in terms of television advertising,
producers to develop the idea of positioning among while in the rest of the media they are promoted less
consumers. Many businesses that are distributing their frequently. This implies that the growth of
products through the ZAO "Tander" (a chain-store advertising of foodstuffs behind the growth of the
"Magnet") are faced with a dilemma: to produce large advertising market as a whole. The amount of
volumes of products under private label, uploading, its advertising of non-food products and products for
capacity, or accept less favorable terms of cooperation, industrial purposes is growing at a rapid pace. In
promoting  their  own brand names and, receiving one general, it should be noted that the structure
more lever of positioning in the consumer environment. contracts advertising agencies commodities and
The effect of this trend leads, ultimately, to the rise in the services  food stuffsoccupy  4-3 % of the total [8].
cost of the formation process of the MPC. Use of the leaders of the food industry of television

Trends related to the specific conditions of creates additional barriers to entry into national
competition. We are talking about the high level of markets, as it requires a significant investment in
competition among producers (including the right to advertising.
"enter" into the retail chain) and FMCG brands. Trends associated with changes in the demand for
Intense competition is observed in almost all markets food. The formulation and evaluation of the market
of the industry, due to the slowdown in demand position of the food industry should consider the
(even if the drop factor of the deterioration of the specific nature of the demand, which is manifested in
economic situation). Due to a number of factors the seasonality and relatively greater flexibility than
competition from foreign manufacturers, many of for capital goods. At the same time, the demand for
which are multinational corporationsmust be taken food depends on the level of income, the population
into account. The behavior of the foreign producers density in a particular region, you need to consider
often determines the pricing of domestic enterprises. when determining the capacity of the regional
On the other hand it is known that the deterioration markets (based on the capacity of the national
of the economic situation leads to import prices markets).
increasing (due to the devaluation of the ruble), Trends related to the specific innovation. In the food
which rises the possibility of domestic producers, industry, which mainly refers to the medium
including in terms of positioning. A feature of this technology industry (basic technology has not
industry is the large number of substitutes as on a changed, but the range and volume of production
microscope and on a functional level. Each sub- increases) the proportion of organizations
sector of food industry at the same time makes the implementing technological, organizational and
overall competition with each other. This fact puts marketing innovation is average or above average
the process of formation of the MPCarea of real level. However, the level of foreign investment in
quality and economic origin in the sphere of innovation is the highest (76% of total investments).
emotional and linguistic variables.The end-user In addition, the sub-sectors with a high level of
perceives the products of different manufacturers not competition in the marketing component of
due to the classical "price- quality" principle, but innovation is increasing.For example, 8.3% of
based on the correlation of the benefits and image tobacco  companies  use  marketing innovation,
characteristics that belong to each product and which is four times higher than the average level [9].
brand. In other words, the industrial enterprises of Thus, accelerating the time required for the creation
the food industry must think not only about and promotion of new products and the life cycle of
positioning in the market resellers, where rational and products is reduced.

advertising as the main method of positioning
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Trends relating to the importance of branding. In the Trends related to the specific production. Companies
food industry constantly appears a large number of
new brands of products that aspire to become
brands. On the world market the brand of food
products  are   among   the   most   expensive  and
well-known. Manufacturers of products at the
regional level are faced with the need to formulate a
policy of branding to face increasing competition
from national manufacturers and global brands.
Positioning companies aimed at end-users, which is
closely related to branding. One of the problems
about branding food industry is to develop brand
name, which can be further registered into
trademarks. The registration procedure involves
checking the names of the similarity of the goods in
class. In the International Classification of Goods
and Services in some classes of goods included
relatively more kinds of different foods than the
other, which creates additional difficulties for
manufacturers.In particular, if alcoholic beverages,
tobacco, agricultural products into separate three
classes (31, 33, 34), the coffee, tea, sugar, flour, bread
and bakery products, confectionery, ice cream,
spices combined into a single class (30).
Consequently, during the preliminary search of
identical and similar signs revealed the names of
many similar ones.It turns out that from a market
point of view, these matches may not lead to a
conflict between competitors (for example, the names
for tea and ice cream), but from a legal - registration
of a trademark shall not be carried out. An important
in this respect is that the time required to complete all
procedures for formal registration trademark is from
1 to 1.5 years, i.e. for the food industry with short
product life cycle process of trademark registration
must precede the development of formulations, raw
material procurement, production test batch and
testing manufactured products. It should also be
noted the relatively high importance of the
psychological components of the perception of the
brand  to  consumers, Russians, namely nostalgia,
the connection with the historical traditions of Soviet
factories, such as the " Red October ",
"Babaevskaya, " that is, the mentality has to be taken
into account when positioning strategy of joint
companies,  which  today  dominate   this  market.
This is an essential element of brand equity in the
Russian market, reflecting its national identity. As for
the wave of admiration for western products and
related trademarks, which took place in the 80-90s,
itis currently in decline.

in the food industry are characterized by relatively
large turnover, as well as a wide range, compared
with other industries. The advantages are given to
those producers who have a more flexible
production, allowing to provide less costly
changeovers to ensure the production of a wide
range  of  items. The problem of formation of MPCis
to  achieve  an  acceptable  level of profitability for
the business. The existence of a range of a large
number of new products that are developing
products,  as  a  rule,  not  making  a profit, set the
task  of  creating  such  a   portfolio    of   proposals
for the buyer (broker), which will be included as a
low-margin new products, as well as highly profitable
product  options.  In other words, management
should be focused on creating cost-effective
procurement of the party. Therefore, the positioning
of the enterprise is based on the comparison of
qualitative and quantitative characteristics of each
customer purchased batches. Another  problem of
food production associated with the formation of
loyalty and cost management is the high
consumption of materials and dependence on
commodity prices, as already mentioned above.
Trends associated with integration of the business
and  with  a  focus  on  supply  chain  management.
At the turn of the 20  21vv. businesses have begunth

to invest significant resources in supply chain
management (Supply Chain Management), as
markets  have  become more dynamic and changed
the fundamental principles of competition for them.
The era of competition gave way to an era of
individual firms, the level of competition in the
supply chains. A new form of competition is based
on the strategic interaction between counterparties in
the supply chain:starting from the first suppliers and
ending with representatives of business in the market
of final consumption [10]. In our view, the
significance of the latest trends for the positioning
process is so high that one can speak of the
emergence of a new paradigm of positioning (Fig. 1).
Analysis of the development of ideas positioning
allowed us to formulate the following paradigm of
positioning:
Instrumental. Positioning is seen as a tool for
promotion. MPCexpresses the main idea of the basic
advertising and buying motives.
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Pic. 1: The evolution ofparadigmspositioningin the food industry (based onthe author'sgeneralization)

Resource-market. Positioning aims to determine the such conditions the supply chain adapts to changes in
competitive position of the enterprise in the market end-user  demand  quickly,  what  coupled  with the
on the set of parameters of competitiveness and general cost reduction circuit provides a focal company
market development (the appearance of different (the parent company in a supply chain that acts as a focal
kinds of matrix models). point) competitive advantages which difficult to copy.
Integral. Positioning is considered as actions aimed Based on theparadigm,which we proposed,
at making the company's comparative advantages at positioningcan  be  visualized  by  MPC  food industry
the level of the supply chain. It compares the (Pic. 1), being composedof three levels.
competitiveness is not an individual enterprise and This idea of the MPCin the food industryallowsus to
throughout the supply chain. This paradigm develop amethodology for assessingmarketposition of the
provides the highest level of integration of the company, consistingof the following steps:
components in terms of the positioning of all the
audiences of the supply chain (not only direct Allocation of indexes of market position in the food
customers). industry (Table 1). In the table "plus" denotes those

Russianfood industry, as well as otherindustriesis of the supply chain. The same economicindexes have
characterized bythe integration processesthat leadto the equal importance for suppliersand intermediariesin
creationof holding companies. From the pointof view the sale.
ofthe formation ofMPC, this leads to the need formore Definition ofa benchmark indexfor economic
carefulcoordination of interests ofthe various activities
structuresthat make up thesupplychain. Reducing the life
cycle of products, increased competition, increased
requirements for the quality of products due to the active
development of trade networks are forcing the food
industry to focus on the integrated positioning, which we A - Value of the ‘i' economic market index of“j”
mean as the process of developing and maintaining the position of theproducer;
market position of the company in a supply chain. min (A ) - Minimum value of ‘i'economic index
Actuality of a new approach of positioning is explained max (A )- Maximum value of ‘i'economic index
for by arising coordination and integration of business
processes  in a supply chain which lead to increased Estimation of the average index of the market
levels of the realization of all participants chain. Under position (IMP) of the “j” manufacturer:

indexes that are significant for the various subjects

ij

i

i
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Table 1: Indexesof market positions of enterprises (author)
Subject interested in modification of marketposition
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Partners in the supply chain
--------------------------------------------------------

Index of market position Supplier Intermediaryinsale Competitor end Consumer
Production volume + + +
Production capacity + + +
Volume of profit + +
Market share + +
Level of profitability of production + +
Plannedproductioncapacity + + +
Total amount of planned investments + + +
Average salary of employees +
Number of new goods in assortment + +
Price + + +
Time of existence in the market + + + +
Liquidity ratio + +

Table 2: Calculation ofthe average rating of MPC food industryfor economicmeasurers

OOO "BEZIRK-Belgrankorm" ZAO "Belajaptiza” ZAO " Prioskolye"
-------------------------------------- ---------------------- --------------------

Market position indexes Value I Value I Value IAi ai Ai

The index definitionof the marketposition of the
companyin terms of thepartnersin the supply chain (IMPsc)
Production volume,thousand tons 98 0,37 66 0 152 1
Production capacity, thousand tons 116,5 0,24 77 0 240 1
Volume of profit, millionrub. 1000 0,86 384,5 0 1100 1
Market shareof the Belgorodregion (primary market), % 25 0,21 17 0 56 1
Level of profitability of production, % 16,2 0 17,1 0,41 18,4 1
Planned production capacity, thousand tons 125 0,10 100 0 340 1
Total amount of planned investments 5,8 0,03 5,2 0 23,4 1
Average price perkg. products, rub. 94 0,4 92 1 97 0
Time of existence in the market, years 12 1 7 0,17 6 0
Liquidity ratio 1,8 0,17 1,7 0 2,3 1
average IMP (opt  1) 0,34 0,16 0,8

The index definitionof the marketposition of the
companyin terms of thecompetitors (IMPc)
Production volume,thousand tons 98 0,37 66 0 152 1
Production capacity, thousand tons 116,5 0,24 77 0 240 1
Market shareof the Belgorodregion (primary market), % 25 0,21 17 0 56 1
Planned production capacity, thousand tons 125 0,10 100 0 340 1
Total amount of planned investments 5,8 0,03 5,2 0 23,4 1
Average price perkg. products, rub. 94 0,4 92 1 97 0

n n , 12 1 7 0,17 6 0
AverageIMPc (opt  1) 0,34 0,17 0,71

The index definitionof the marketposition of the
companyin terms of theend consumer (IMPec)
The number of newcommodity itemsin assortment 12 1 9 0 11 0,67
for the year, pcs
Average price perkg. products, rub. 109 0,73 101 1 112 0
Time of existence in the market, years 12 1 7 0,17 6 0
Rangein retail of assortment positions 6 0,5 4 0 8 1
AverageIMPec (opt  1) 0,81 0,29 0,42

Total IMP 0,51 0,21 0,64



Market position – position of the companyon the 
market, defined by its resourcesand 

competitiveness

Market position – position of the companyin the 
supply chain, determined by itscomparative

advantageand the ability toreduce thecosts ofthe 
operationof the supply chain

Market position - the main idea ofgoods, the 
motivefor the end consumer

iAI
IMP

n
= ∑
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Pic. 2: Three levelsof marketposition of the companyaccording tothe integralparadigm (author)

(2) and a studyof the Russian consumermarket, allowed to

The main part.According to the analysisof the food food industry (Pic. 2).
industrydevelopment, the main sources of value addedin This algorithmis based ona kind ofhierarchy
gross regional productof the Belgorod regionaremeat ofadditional (non-major requirement in the product)
products,animal and vegetableoilsand sugar. So it is motifs, which is peculiar tothe marketof food products:a)
proposed to carry out testing of the developed method on Information motive related to the fact that the product is
the example of one of these sub-sectors: of the meat solving a certain problem, b) the motive of safety
industry,  engaged  in  the  production of poultry meat. forhealth, c) rationality, d) transformation motive
The main competitors in the production of poultry meat associated with the improvement of living conditions, e)
are: OOO "Agroholding" BEZIRK-Belgrankorm innovation. In general, this hierarchy reflects thelevelsof
"("JasniZori"),  ZAO  "Belajaptiza", ZAO   "Prioskolye". needs that Maslowproposedin his "pyramid": from the
In fact, all these companies are vertically integrated physiologicalproblemsto self-realization.
structures that coordinate much part of the supply chain Business can usesomemotivationtoreinforce the
of products to end consumers.They occupy positionsof uniqueness of promoted properties. However, the key
focalcompaniesin theirsupply chainsand a here is chosenaccording to the hierarchy. The sequenceof
totalindustryvalue  chain.  Calculation ofthe IMP decisions taken inaccordancewiththe algorithmis based
forcompeting companies (Table 2) showed that in on the finding conditionsthat reflect the main
mosteconomicindexes ZAO "Prioskolye" holds the characteristics of the productand thecompetitive situation
leadingposition, while OOO"JasniZori" takes the and needs, built with the hierarchy:
challenger position and ZAO " Belajaptiza" is a follower.

Position ofenterpriseswhicharein the local marketcan Decision of the leadership position of the brand
be consideredsustainable. However, for therealization of characteristics of the goods. If the brand is the leader,
the growth strategyandaccess to  regional markets a model for the category, its position should reflect
wherethe level of competitionis higherthan the local the main theme, built on the basis requirements for
market, it is necessary to develop thekey factorsof this product. Trade markis a leading, if ittakes the
positioning (KFP), which form the basisof market position. largestshare of the market, or if it isamarket “pioneer”
Inincreasingly competitive environment it is not enough and creator of theproduct category. However,
forfood producersto carry outthe positioning ofthe competinganalog brand maybea leader, if the
line"price-quality". It is necessary to setproductline buyerevaluateits propertiesas acceptable and the
outside ofthese characteristics. Firstly becauseprice price is lowerthan the brand leader. If the brandgoods
andquality ofthe productsof one categoryare aligned by is notan leading position, its positioning is
applying standardized technologies for production and performedbya separate"unique", but secondary
sales. Secondly because competitive factors of signs. In other words, it takes a differentiated
positioning production reflect the underlyingreasons that position, which involves specialization in any one of
governcustomers in selecting the individual brands of the important characteristics of the consumers, witch
goods. An analysisof the literature onproduct positioning presence can justify higher prices.

developa control algorithm of positioningof goods inthe



Problem: Thechoice ofthe productpositionof the brand

P roductis a pioneer (leader) of 
the market oranalogue, which
properties are sat isfied by 
buyers

Position: leading
The motive: the need in
food
Example : McDonald's -
we makehamburgers
Knorr-tastyandfas t

Position:
differential

The
companyspecial izes
innichewith social
approvalmotivation

Posit ion: user orientation
T h e motive: exclusivity
Example : Cheetos - for those
who arecatching up

Position: focus on the
product, itsvalue
The motive : selective
motivation

T arget audience - the 
specialist s, brands are 
mult ivendor in 
properties

Posit ion: Based on the 
actual properties
The mot ive: information
(based on the problem)
Example: New Dirol 
strengthened by mint
oils

Posit ion: healthy food,
natural product
The mot ive: securit y
Example: T h e main 
health!
Imunelecaresabout it .
Calve. T rulydelicious!

T arget  audience -
health conscious,
brand is mult ivendor

Brandisdifficul
tto copythe
economic
benefit

Posit ion: the economic
attract iveness
The mot ive: rational
Example: Danone.
Buymore, pay less

Posit ion: associate with
anotherproduct category
The mot ive: innovation
Example:
“Admiralskymorskie”
Recommended forbe ..er

Brandhaseasily copie
dbenefits
andp rop erties

Posit ion: Based on the 
pleasureandsensat ionsof
consumpt ion
Mot ive:
thetransformation
(posit ivity)
Example:A
refreshingteaNasty.
Even more pleasure
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Pic. 2: The selection algorithmofKFPproduct(brand) inenterprise



Problem: The choice of the position of the poultry brand ZAO " Prioskolye "

Mark is the market leader or 
analog, which properties of are
acceptable to buyers, and the
price is lower than the leader

Position leading
The motive: the need in 
food
Should occupy: the
brand  ZAO"Prioskolye"

Position:
differential

The
companyspecializes
innichewith
motivation-social
approval

Position: user orientation
The motive: exclusivity
take up: brand "Chicken King" 
OOO"JasniZori"

Position: focus on the product,
itsvalue
The motive: selective
motivation

Target audience - the 
specialists, brands are 
multivendor in 
properties

Position: Based on the 
actual properties
The motive: information
(based on the problem)
Shouldtakeand
occupyallof the
brandrelativeto the
segmentHoReCa

Position: healthy food,
natural product
The motive: security
Occupy: the brand
ZAO"Prioskolye"

Target audience -
health conscious,
brand is multivendor

Brandisdifficultto
copythe economic

Position: the economic
attractiveness
The motive: a rational
Occupy:ZAO "
Belajaptiza "

Position: associate with
anotherproduct category
The motive: innovation
Should occupy, new
brands, whichappearance is 
planned

Brandhaseasilycopie
dbenefits
andproperties

Position: Based on the 
pleasureandsensationsof
consumption
Motive:
thetransformation
(positive)
Shouldoccupy: "
OOO"JasniZori"
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Pic. 3: Analysis of the KFP markspoultry market in the Belgorod region
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The decision ona differen tiated positioninem creationof newproduct categories(yogurt) and
phasizing product feature sorchara cteristics of the
consumer segment. If the enterpris especializes ina
particular groupof consumers, for which the
properties of the promoted productare exactly
consistent with the irneeds, orif the productis
characterized by conspicuous consumption and
consumers are guided in choosing social approval,
the position of produc toriented to theuser and it
emphasizes the fact for whom the productis intended.
If the companydoes not have its well-definedniches
and if the productdoes not belongto the
premiumclass, the position is orientedstrictlyt of
oodproperties. The particular properties of the
product group is the following steps of the algorithm.
The decision about productproperties, accentedin the
position ofthe goods. This decision is multivariate
and the choice ofproperties of the productare subject
toa number of parameters:

If thet argetconsumers areprofessionals and brands
of competing productsare multivendor in properties, the
p o s i t i o n i s  b a s e d o n  t h e
actualproductcharacteristics,andthe primary motivation
forthe acquisition ofinformationbecomesthe
motifassociatedwith the presence ofthe consumerproblem,
which solution is associatedwith the acquisition ofgoods.
If the goodsandthe audience does notsatisfy by
theseproperties, itmoves toanother embodiment

If the motivationof consumersassociatedwith taking
careof your health andthe competingbrandsare not
multivendor, the position ofproductfocus
onnaturalnessand healthy. Otherwise,a transitionto
the next selection;
If thebenefitof the brandis difficultto copy,the
positionis based on theeconomic attractiveness,
taking into consideration the rationalmotivationof
consumers. When there is no objective benefit, you
select the latter option among the possiblein
thisproduct category;
If the brandhaseasilycopiedbenefits andfeatures, its
position is based on thehedonicmotivations, this
assumesthat its consumptionis initiallypositive
attitudetransformsshoppinginto anotherpositive
form.
The decision to moveinto anotherproduct category.
This decision is madewhen variants of
distinctiveposition are notfoundamong the listed.
The desireto acquirea clear(preferablyleading)
positionin   the    food  industry   of  ten  leads  to  the

subcategories(frozendessert). In fact, the latter
positionin the abovealgorithmis a logicaltransition to
a newspiralofproductpositions, since it impliesthe
creation ofa "new"in the sense of(not necessarilyin
content) of the goods.

At each stageof item selectionit is consideredthe
possibility ofthe enterprisefor the production ofits
respectiveproduct that cancompetewithanalogs. It’s
considered that all differentiated position relatively closer
to each other than leading. At the same time it is better to
use unoccupied competitor position even if it is lower at
the present hierarchy. So oftenthe food
industryplacedindividual brandsof its productsin
otherproduct categories. For example, beer touted asa
drink, thirst-quenching, along with mineral waterand tea.
Such examplesinthe sector in questioncan be foundoften
and thatinvolves the use ofkey motivationsof
consumersin promotingthe food industry. Therefore, in
ouropinion, theformation of the MPC musttake into
account thehumanistvalues. In other words, for MPC
estimation, in addition to the basic indexes, it is necessary
to use a group of indexes of social evaluation.

CONCLUSION

In practice presentedmethodologicalapproaches
allowto quantifynot onlythe market position ofthe
foodindustry, but alsoto determine the
degreeofoptimalityused forpositioning offactors. So, as a
resultof testingthe methodology is determined that
thepositionof poultrybrandson the marketof the Belgorod
region, blurred. The leaderin market share
ZAO"Prioskolye" should occupy centerlineposition inthe
Belgorod region, whichwill be supported byeven more ifit
will be possibleto reduce the prices. 

H o w e v e r , a t p r e s e n t
t h i s b r a n d h a s d i f f e r e n t i a t e d p o s i t i o n
whichemphasizesthesafety, naturalness of the product,
highlighting by green color in its trademark (Pic. 3). This
indicates theorientation ofdistribution policy, to a greater
extentinregional marketsrather thanlocalsale. According
to the analysis, the position of the brand" JasniZori " is
also blurred, whileit’s KFP indexcan be
atransformationalmotive. According to the scheme, the
basic KFP -oriented end-usersto"Prioskolye" may become
a basicmotif thatthe companymay choose, as a market
leader. However, themotiveof security asthe foundationof
enterprisepositionis also acceptable.
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